hbo to team with adam mckay on scripted showtime lakers - hbo and adam mckay are bringing the showtime lakers to the scripted arena with showtime which has received a pilot order at the cabler, the newsroom u s tv series wikipedia - the newsroom is an american television political drama series created and principally written by aaron sorkin that premiered on hbo on june 24 2012 and concluded on, 4 shocking things that happened in the unaired game of - for nearly a decade we ve heard stories about the epic hbo series original pilot now the script has been uncovered, freeform developing semi autobiographical black panther - freeform has closed a script to series deal for party girls a half hour single camera coming of age dramedy inspired by the true story of ericka suzanne, game of thrones spin off prequels 2 shows based on fire - game of thrones season 8 won t be ending until 2019 but if hbo has its way we ll be exploring westeros and essos for years to come in the form of, 45 amazing facts about game of thrones mental floss - george r r martin had a cameo in the original pilot as a guest at daenerys and khal drogo s wedding when the role of daenerys was recast the scene had to be, heather graham drama hypnotist s love story ordered to - abc has given the heather graham led drama the hypnotist s love story a formal pilot order variety has learned, michael jackson doc starts at 8 hbo datalounge com - shopping with traveling with living with the king of pop heady business butt at what price, welcome to tribune content agency content syndicate - create a following tribune content agency builds audience our content engages millions of readers in 75 countries every day, best tv shows ever top 100 television programs - creator marc cherry originally wrote desperate housewives for cable as an homage to sex and the city it was the next part of the story of all those girls, british pilot tells how he texted his wife for help after - veteran pilot sam rutherford 46 survived in the wreck in the midst of a blizzard and texted his wife beatrice de smet in belgium to alert emergency services, beast of burden movie reviews rotten tomatoes - strapping us into the cockpit of a single engine plane beside pilot daniel radcliffe this high concept low budget thriller tries to do in the air what tom hardy s, louis c k responds to sexual misconduct allegations - a day after the new york times published five women s allegations of sexual misconduct against louis c k the comedian said these stories are true
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